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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3056644A1] An adjustable and compact hinge device comprises a first connection means (3) assigned to be fixed to a structure or frame
and connected by at least one hinge pin (4) to a second connection means (5) assigned to be fixed to a door or a shutter for rotating it with respect
to the first connection means (3) between open and closed extreme conditions. Said device (1) comprises a sliding friction means (7) that translates
with sliding friction along a rectilinear respective seat (9) fixed to a or carried out onto a first face of the first connection means (3). Such friction
means (7) is fixed to a mobile means (11) placed in correspondence of a second face, opposite to the first, of the first connection means (3). The
device (1) further comprises a connecting rod means (13) whose ends are rotatably connected, by corresponding pins, respectively to the mobile
means (11) and to the second connection means (5) mutually connecting them. The friction means (7) is oval or rectangular shaped with two parallel
longitudinal sides and the respective seat (9) has an elongated and concave shape with parallel longitudinal sides and with complementary cross
section to that of the friction means (7). The bottom of the seat (9) for the friction means (7) has a pass through slot (15) parallel to the longitudinal
sides and assigned to the free sliding of a stem of a screw (19) for the connection between the friction means (7) and the mobile means (11) for the
pressure adjusting of the friction means (7) against the seat (9) and then for the adjustment of the sliding friction. One between the friction means
(7) and the mobile means (11) bears a female screw (20) for the stem of the screw (19) and the other (11, 7) has a hole for the free passage of the
screw stem and bears a compressible elastic member for the elastic separation of the latter means (11, 7) from the screw (19) head.
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